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Family Secrets At Hedgehog Hollow
Every family has its secrets, and at Hedgehog Hollow there is no exception...
It was always Samantha's dream to run her beautiful rescue centre, Hedgehog Hollow, full-time. But just as her wish
comes true, she becomes a victim of her own kindness when she finds herself with a house full of guests – all with
their own problems and secrets – looking to her for support.
When her self-absorbed cousin, Chloe, unexpectedly turns up at the farm – swiftly handing over her baby to Samantha
to care for – trouble is definitely brewing. Especially as Chloe won't tell anyone why she's left her husband, James...
As Samantha juggles new hedgehog arrivals, family dramas and her own health challenges, it soon becomes clear that
she needs to start putting herself first for once. Little does she know that life-changing secrets from the past are about
to unravel and turn their lives upside down...
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Portia MacIntosh
Life's A Beach
Sun, sea and inescapable exes...
Peach is excited to hear that her sister, Di, is getting married. Of course, she would have preferred her little sister to
be engaged to someone she's known longer than a week – and the fact that his name is Charles doesn't bode well
– but who is she to judge?! Afterall, her own love life is non-existent, and who doesn't love a destination wedding...?
Whisked away to the gorgeous Italian coast, Peach assumes her role as chief bridesmaid and, despite her reservations
about the groom, she tries to ensure everything goes to plan.
But weddings are never straightforward affairs...throw in some unexpected guests in the form of ex-boyfriends and
one night stands, and soon enough there is more drama than a reality tv show.
Can Peach keep the show on the road, or might she end up in a whirlwind romance of her own...?
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Leonie Mack
Italy Ever After...
TV journalist Lou feels battered and bruised after her divorce from Phil, the father of her daughter Edie. Her confidence
and sense of fun have steadily been drained away, and she isn't sure who she is any more. When the opportunity
arises to accompany Edie on a music camp in Italy for a month in the summer, Lou jumps at the chance for new
adventures, new horizons and new friends. The hazy warmth of the summer sun, shining brightly over the stunning
Lake Garda, slowly brings Lou back to life. Nick Romano, Edie's music teacher, loves being home in Italy, but coaching
his students for their concert in Milan, is bringing back difficult memories. His blossoming friendship with Lou is the
perfect distraction, although a summer fling would be easier to conduct without the scrutiny of his mother Greta, not
to mention the interference of his extended Italian family. As the summer passes, full of sunshine and breath-taking
scenery, gelato and delicious feasts, Lou and Nick get ever closer. But as the time for farewell creeps up on them,
will they be able to say goodbye and leave their memories behind in the Italian sun, or can a summer romance last
a lifetime?
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Jennifer Bohnet
Summer At The Château
Every end has a new beginning...
When Pixie Sampson's husband tragically dies, she inherits the beautiful Château Quiltuin in Brittany, Northern France.
But unbeknown to her, she also inherits a mysterious lodger, Justine Martin and her 4-year-old son Ferdie.
Heartbroken and with her adventurous Mum, Gwen intow, they travel to France to put the Château on the market but
are soon drawn into a quest to seek the Château's secrets.
Who is Justine? Why is she living at the Château? How did she know her husband?
Over the Summer months, the Château fills with family and laughter and secrets are discovered and old wounds begin
to heal.
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Maddie Please
The Old Ducks' Club
Sophia Gregory is fading away...
Recently split from her married lover and about to turn sixty, Sophia doesn't recognise the old woman staring back at
her in the mirror. Where has her life gone so wrong? How has it come to this? A quiet holiday in beautiful Rhodes is
the perfect chance for her to find herself again. Until she meets the Old Ducks! Bold and brash, Juliette, Kim and Anita
are three friends who are determined not to grow old gracefully – and they are Sophia's worse nightmare! But when
Sophia is made an honorary member of The Old Ducks' Club, she begins to discover a new side to life. Dancing and
drinking till dawn Sophia starts to shake off her grey, drab old life and finds the fun side to living again! And when she
meets her gorgeous Greek neighbour, Theo, she thinks that maybe, if she's just a little braver, she can learn to spread
her wings again... It's never too late to teach an Old Duck new tricks!
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Rosie Clarke
Nellie's Heartbreak
As a small child, Nellie Peace was always dreaming but sensed her mother's rejection. Abandoned and sent into service
at Beaumont House at an early age, Nellie is lost and alone until she meets the unpredictable and reclusive artist, Lucas
Harrington and falls in love with him. This unlikely association between master and servant is encouraged by Lucas's
gentle natured Aunt Alice as Lucas sees something unusual in Nellie and is compelled to paint her. Broken promises
lead to inevitable heartbreak and Nellie flees Beaumont House in disgrace for London. Alone again, Nellie must learn
to live and fend for herself and her new-born child. Can Nellie win a second chance of happiness and can she solve
the mystery of her mother's tortured past?
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Maxine Morrey
Things Are Looking Up
What if what you really need is right there in front of you, if you just take a moment to look up? Milly has been waiting
for this moment forever and finally it's just an hour away – an interview with Vogue magazine and the opportunity
to get her Louboutin-clad foot in the door. There's just one problem – totally engrossed in her mobile phone, Milly
doesn't see the bus that is fast approaching – until it's too late... When Milly next opens her eyes, the consequences
of her accident become clear. Everything she has worked for and dreamed of suddenly feels out of reach. But there
is one bright spot on her horizon – the reappearance of her ex Jed, in all of his six-foot-four, broad-shouldered glory,
with the most piercing ice blue eyes Milly ever saw. Once used to working in a whirlwind, Milly now has the chance
to reconsider how to live. Will she rush back to the treadmill, get her head down and back to business, or is there a
whole other life waiting for her, if she'll just look up to see it?
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Nina Manning
The Bridesmaid
From the moment they met as children, Sasha knew that beautiful, wealthy, and confident Caitlin would always be her
absolute best friend. Sasha would do anything to make Caitlin happy.
Even keep her darkest secrets...
The years have passed, but their friendship remains. And when Caitlin announces she's getting married there is only
one choice for the role of bridesmaid. Sasha will make sure Caitlin's wedding is as beautiful and perfect as she is.
Won't she?
But as the big day approaches, cracks begin to appear. Because no matter what Sasha does, she never seems to make
Caitlin happy.
And the secrets that once bound these two friends, now threaten to rip them apart for good...
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Jina Bacarr
The Runaway Girl
Two women hold the keys to his heart. Only one will survive that fateful night...
When Ava O'Reilly is wrongly accused of stealing from her employer, she has no option but to flee Ireland. The law is
after her, and she has only one chance at escape – the Titanic.
Aboard the ship of dreams, she runs straight into the arms of Captain 'Buck' Blackthorn, a dashing gentleman gambler
who promises to be her protector. He is intrigued by her Irish beauty and manages to disguise her as the maid of his
good friend, the lovely Countess of Marbury. Little does he realise, that the Countess is also in love with him.
As the fateful night approaches, tragedy strikes further when Ava is separated from Buck, and must make a daring
choice that will change her life forever...
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Amanda Brookfield
Good Girls
Everyone that meets Kat Keating is mesmerised. Beautiful, smart and charming, she is everything a good girl should be.
Her sister Eleanor, on the other hand, knows she can't compete with Kat. On the awkward side of tall, clever enough
to be bullied, and full of the responsibilities only an older sibling can understand, Eleanor grows up knowing she's not
a good girl. This is the story of the Keating sisters – through a childhood fraught with secrets, adolescent rivalries, and
on into adulthood with all its complexities and misunderstandings.
Until a terrible truth brings the sisters crashing together and finally Eleanor begins to uncover just how good Kat really
was.
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Simone Goodman
Look At Me Now
Gracie Porter's life is in a tangle. Her television cookery show is flailing and her boyfriend's affections are waning. It's
time for a change...
Best friend Faith rescues her place on the small screen when she unwittingly lands them both starring roles in a steamy
spin-off that becomes an instant hit. The new show is more about relationships, sex and stonking big vegetables,
than cooking. Throw in a fluctuating crush on her smutty-talking but surprisingly irresistible agent, Harry Hipgrave,
an unlikely friendship with a pair of D-list models and a gossip journalist intent on making her life miserable, Grace
wonders if becoming famous is all it's cracked up to be?
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Beth Moran
Christmas Every Day
When Jenny inherits her estranged grandmother's cottage in Sherwood Forest, she has nothing to lose – no money,
no job, no friends, no family to speak of, and zero self-respect. Things can only get better...
Her grumpy, but decidedly handsome new neighbour, Mack, has a habit of bestowing unsolicited good deeds on her.
And when Jenny is welcomed into a rather unusual book club, life seems to be finally getting more interesting.
Instead of reading, the members pledge to complete individual challenges before Christmas: from finding new love,
learning to bake, to completing a daredevil bucket list. Jenny can't resist joining in, and soon a year of friendship and
laughter, tears and regrets unfolds in the most unexpected ways.
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Gemma Rogers
Payback
In 1997 teenager Sophie White and her three girlfriends decide they want to lose their virginity before summer is over.
Roping in her childhood buddy Gareth and his mates, Sophie holds a party to get the deed over and done with, but
the night doesn't end as planned.
Twenty years later, the group are brought back together when Gareth is killed in a car accident and Sophie begins
receiving threatening messages. It seems the party wasn't as innocent as everyone thought and now someone wants
payback.
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Gemma Rogers
Stalker
Eve Harding's world implodes one Sunday morning when she is violently assaulted and raped walking to a South
London train station.
As her attacker evades the Police and is left to roam the streets to stalk his next victim, Eve is forced to seek out her
assailant before he strikes again.
With vengeance in mind, Eve is determined to find him in time and deliver justice on her own terms.
In a game of cat and mouse, who is stalking who?
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Caro Savage
Jailbird
Detective Constable Bailey Morgan has been out of the undercover game since the last job went horribly wrong,
leaving her with scars both inside and out.
When her best friend Alice is murdered while working undercover in a women's prison, Bailey steps up to replace her.
Working alone, Bailey embarks on a dangerous quest through the murky underbelly of the prison where she soon
discovers that Alice's death was part of a spate of brutal murders. Surrounded on all sides by criminals and lowlifes,
God help her if any of them find out she's a copper...
Illicit drug trafficking, prison gangs and corruption are just some of the things she's up against... and behind it all lurks
a sinister and terrifying secret that will truly test her abilities to survive.
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